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DIGITAL HEALTH LAW BOOTCAMP

TELEHEALTH - REMOTE MONITORING - AI

Get Ready to Master the Digital Health Law Landscape.

Protect patient privacy and data.

Navigate complex regulations.

Safeguard innovation solutions.

WINNER
TAKE BACK YOUR BILLABLE HOURS. LET US GET YOUR TEAM UP TO SPEED.

EDUCATION
Learn directly from a collection of field experts as you dive into the important aspects of:
- Privacy and Security
- Compliance
- Fraud and Abuse
- Risk Management

GROWTH
Law firms that specialize and invest in this highly specialized area will be in high demand. Don’t leave clients on the table!

CONNECTION
Benefit from the collaborative and conversational summit format and connect with esteemed experts and peers in the field.
COURSE OVERVIEW

Participants will gain knowledge in the following areas:

- Telehealth
- Remote Monitoring
- AI
- Licensure
- Privacy/Security
- Fraud/Abuse
- Reimbursement
- Mental Health
- Prescribing

*Course topics subject to change
SECURE YOUR SEAT THROUGH CTeL MEMBERSHIP

INDIVIDUAL

$3,780

- 1 Seat at the Foundations in Digital Health Law Summit and CTeL Summit
- 12-month access to CTeL membership

INSTITUTIONAL

$10,000

- 3 Seats at the Foundations in Digital Health Law Summit and CTeL Summit
- 12-month access to CTeL membership

UNLIMITED

$17,000

- Unlimited Seats at the Foundations in Digital Health Law Summit and CTeL Summit
- 12-month access to CTeL membership

Interested in sponsoring a networking lunch or breakfast for extra seats? We'd love to customize a package for you!
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